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Cost Model Overview
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Activity-based costing (ABC)
Successful cost accounting efforts use activity-based
costing (ABC) methodology to drive value

Resources

What was spent

•
•
•
•
•

Resource
Drivers
% Time
Sq. Feet
Space time

Work
Activities
How it was spent

Activity
Drivers
# students
# meals
contact hours

Outputs

Service
Drivers
# students
# meals

What was produced

Students
and
Clients
Who bought what

Measures the full cost and performance of work activities and outputs
Provides insight into the relationship between inputs (resources) and outputs by
quantifying the work performed (activities)
Recognizes the cause-and-effect relationship between the costs of outputs and the
activities performed by an organization
Reveals opportunities for business process improvement
Promotes a cross-functional look at how outputs are delivered
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ABC provides both process and cost views
Cost Assignment View

Resources

Process View

Cost
Drivers

• A Cost Driver is any factor that causes a
change in the cost of an activity
• E.g.: the number of students being graded
for a course is a determining factor in the
work required by the grading activity, the
level of the course may affect the type of
resource required to perform the activity (e.g.
professor vs. teaching assistant)
• An activity may have multiple cost drivers
associated with it

Activities

Success
Measures

Cost Objects

The CAM-I Cross

The CAM-I Glossary of Activity-Based Management, Edited by Norm Raffish and Peter B. B. Turney, (Arlington: CAM-I, 1991.)
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Outputs and activities link to strategic goals
Strategic Goals

• To produce graduates who are capable of having a meaningful impact in the
organizations and communities they serve
• To enhance the value of student learning and organizational practice by producing
quality academic thought leadership
• Instruction

Outputs

Experience

Communication

• Student Learning
Experience

• Research

• Advancement

• Admin and Finance

• Student Residential

• Marketing and

• Diversity and
Inclusion

• Functional or organizational

Activities

• Definition can vary based on need and
reporting requirements

Resources

• Defined by scope and
boundary
• Expenditure, revenue,
facilities, and personnel
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JCCC strategic goals
• Increase student success

Strategic Goals

• Use resources efficiently

• Demonstrate increased agility
• Focus on communication

• Instruction

Outputs

• Admin & Finance

• Student Engagement • Marketing &
Communication
• Community Outreach

• Diversity & Inclusion
• Sustainability

• Advancement

Activities

• Guided pathways for students
• End-to-end processes

• Expenditure

Resources

• Revenue
• Facilities
• Personnel
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Activity-based costing is cross-functional
• ABC provides a comprehensive look at business processes and a
cross-functional view of the institution
Resources

University X

Personnel

Contract Services

Department 1

Department 2

Department 3

Activity Cost

Activity Cost

Activity Cost

Activity Cost

Activity Cost

Activity Cost

Activity Cost

Activity Cost

Activity Cost

Output Cost

Activity Cost

Activity Cost

Activity Cost

Output Cost

Output Cost

Info. Technology

Facilities

• The cost of an output is determined by aggregating the cost of the
activities employed to produce the output
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JCCC cost model design
College Management Model
General Ledger
Resources

HR Resources

Activities

Outputs

Programs by
Division/Dept.

Courses by
Division/Dept.
Auxiliaries
Community
Outreach

Assets

Payroll / HR

Student Records

• Payroll structure
• Personnel

•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset / Space Data
General Ledger
• GL structure and
expenditure
• GL activity
assignments

•
•
•
•
•
•

Entity
Campus
Buildings
Rooms
Room Type
Floor Area

Timetable Information
• Room Class Type
• Hours by Course

Course by Program
Program
School/Dept.
Campus
Teaching Period
Course & Program
Level
• Fee Type

Data Sources
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Model Usage
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Model uses and benefits
Uses
• One model multiple uses:
- Course/program costing
- Inform budgeting process
- Margin analysis
- Cost of teaching
- Program and service reviews
• Improved ability to respond to changes:
- Public funding
- Sources of private funding
- Govt. policy and legislation
• Rapid, accurate & detailed analysis by:
- General ledger (fund, account, etc.)
- Organizational entity
- Room usage
- Student type
- Course & Program
- Delivery type
- Margin
- CIP

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robust and transparent
Reconcilable back to source data
Rapid built, iterative improvements
Extremely flexible and adaptable
Highly automated / low maintenance
Uses business rules and profiles
- Start rules at a high level (90%
accuracy for 10% effort)
- Cascade rules down

•
•
•
•
•

- Add detail as required
Multi-period comparisons
Simultaneous financial and operational
analysis
Drives conversations across college
Provides foundation for predictive
scenario modeling
Cleans up data within source systems
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Areas of application
• Report on the economics of the institution’s current
situation
• Departmental planning and resource allocation
• Degree program analysis
• Student segmentation
• School, campus, and system resource allocation
As defined by William F Massy in Reengineering the University, How to Be Mission
Centered, Market Smart, and Margin Conscious (Johns Hopkins University Press,
2015)
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JCCC areas of application
• Report on the economics of the institution’s current
situation
• Macro analysis of college outputs (e.g. museum, box
office, book store, teaching divisions)
• Impact of centralized expense and revenue accounts
• Departmental planning and resource allocation
• Program cost analysis – not just direct cost
• School, campus, and system resource allocation
• Integration of success metrics (cost and non-cost) into
discussions
• Example: space usage and excess capacity impacts
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Reporting output example
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Reporting output example
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Simple Allocations
Transparency and Improved Analysis
• Costing
performed using
model that allows
transparency
back to source of
the allocation
• Allows 'what-if'
analysis to
determine impact
of allocation
factor decision

JCCC
Past

• Limited or no
allocation ability
• Rules hard coded
• Spreadsheet
based
• Only covers
partial set of data
(e.g. covers labor
only)

JCCC
Future

JCCC
Now

Improved maturity over time

Accurate Overhead Allocations
• Cause and Effect
relationship
established
between
resources and
activities based
on consumption
of overhead and
indirect costs
• Ability to
determine fully
burdened cost
with consistency
and transparency
• Revenue
inclusion allows
inclusive margin
analysis

Full Costing and Advanced Analysis
• Cause and Effect
relationship established
along entire value chain
• Use model as basis for
conducting:
• Pricing analysis
• Marginal cost
analysis
• Capacity analysis
and management
• Fixed and variable
cost analysis
• Benchmarking
• Portfolio
optimization
• Cost-to-serve
analysis

Predictive Planning
• Use cost and
capacity analysis to
predict and plan
resource allocation
requirements based
on demand
• Ensure the costs of
producing a
product/service are
meeting strategic
objectives
• Evaluate plans to
reorganize and/or
discontinue
programs that do not
align to strategy
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Some final thoughts…
• Cost by itself is not a good metric, it is important to
incorporate success metrics
• The model provides insights which need to be assessed
and prioritized
• There is no right answer
• Sometimes high cost is a good cost
• Quantification of "gut-feel" will help JCCC achieve its
mission more effectively
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Have Questions?

We've got

nswers!

Contact Information
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Senior Manager, Decision Analytics Service Line
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